BRAND ENGINE™ 		

NO 1, duh.

prepared for:

Your brand, business, project.

|

hello@brandengine.co

|
www.brandengine.co

WHO WE ARE

2020

FROM US

Brand Engine is a full-service
branding and creative agency
specializing in graphic and
web design, photography, and
strategic marketing providing our
clients with an all-encompassing
perspective needed to ignite their
idea, business, or brand, launching
them towards their goal with
direction and new energy.

BRAND ENGINE
Creative Branding Agency

We are a small team- and operate
like one. We join you, on your
team, and, together, we make
moves. We work efficiently, only
taking on projects we truly believe
fit with our brand and skill set, and
expect the same from our clients.
This boutique approach ensures
that our work is of quality and care,
and truly something that both we,
and our clients, will be proud of.

The Crew
Justin Mitchener
Michael Ussery
Alisha Thomas
Carlos Perez missed picture day.
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From the beginning of our
business- from starting and
launching FreakerUSA to assisting
many local-turned-national brands
with all the tools to compete with
the big dogs, we see the path to
growth and development more
clearly and encompassing.
Our team is primed and ready to
help create a brand you are proud
of, and one your (future) customers
can't resist.

Creatives turned
entrepreneurs.

Te
am

+

We’re a team of creativesturned-entrepreneurs with
backgrounds in marketing,
design, and brand strategy. Our
diverse panoply of skills and
perspectives makes us stronger,
cleverer and more daring.

Justin Mitchener
Owner + Designer

Carlos Perez

Direction + Strategy

Graphics + Execution

Alisha Thomas
Accounts + Contracts

Brand Engine is a full-service branding and creative agency specializing in graphic
and web design, photography, and strategic marketing providing our clients with
an all-encompassing perspective needed to ignite their idea, business, or brand,
launching them towards their goal with direction and new energy.
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Michael Ussery
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WHAT WE DO

CREATIVE BRANDING AGENCY

We shoot to thrill.

You name it. We design it.

We have the eye and the vision to

We’re fluent in the universal language

shape, form, and finish stunning

of good design. Creating a visual

imagery with a point of view. Whether

dialect that’s consistent with your

DG

you’re in need of minimalistic product

brand is the secret sauce to retaining

photography with a sharp focus, or an

your client’s attention and loyalty. Let

editorial sculpting of your narrative,

us give your brand the visual voice it

we’re experienced in photography of

deserves. You just let us know if it’s a

every practice. With specializations in

soprano or an alto, and we’ll teach it
to sing opera from the rooftops.

fashion, food, and odd life, we’re your

Graphic Design

brand’s ticket to unique storytelling.

PH

Photography

(Digital) craftsmanship. (Graphic)
artistry.

We’re ready for your glow-up. Are
you?

A website is your company’s first
impression, your grand debut, the

Your business *existing* isn’t enough.

face you show the world. We make

It needs a voice. Personality. It’s story.

sure your mug has beauty and brains.

Ranging from the foundational staples

Form and functionality. High design

like your logo and website, to the

and HTML literacy. Acting as both

fluidity of your business in culture via

your architect and construction team,

seasonal catalogs and social media,

we have the technical hand and the

we help shape your narrative every

DW

artistic eye to make it happen.

step of the way.

Web Development
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BR

Branding
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I LIKE IT HERE CLUB
Brand Identity - Photography - Graphic Design
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TAY HAM

A F E W OF OUR

Brand Identity - Photography - Graphic Design - Art Direction
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PLANET LOGO
Website Design - Brand Identity - Photography

F A V O R I T E S

083

ARRIVE HOTELS
Brand Design - Graphic Design - Art Direction - Photography

082

FORTUNATE GLASS
Brand Identity - Website Design - Photography
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I LIKE IT
HERE
CLUB
When I Like It Here Club founder & designer,
Jessie Yeager decided to turn her side hustle
jewelry business into her main gig, she came
to use to build a brand to stand out in a highly
competitive market.
From Brand Identity to Photography to catalog
design, our team has worked, and continues to
work, side-by-side with ILIHC.
Together, our work has caught the attention of
Urban Outfitters, Anthropologie, as well as over
550 retailers nationwide.
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Taylor Hamilton started TAY HAM
Greeting Cards in her spare time but
put full-time effort into getting her
concepts off the ground.
As TAY HAM became a leader in
her industry, their needs changed.
We assist the TAY HAM team with
photography and art direction,
catalog and print design as well as
Trade Show booth design.
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TAYHAM
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PLANET
LOGO

The logo branding industry is one of the most
packed sectors of the market. Most of these
companies are competing with big box stores like
Staples.
We wanted to disrupt their industry, surprise their
clients and competition with a website unlike
any other in their market. With 3-D renderings
to animations and more, Planet Logo, at a single
glance, is not like the others.
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ARRIVE
HOTELS
+ DRAM
YARD
For up-and-coming boutique hotel chain, Arrive
Hotels, the Brand Engine team commandered
design aspects from both their hotel and
restaurant. From in-room assets for Arrive to
the full Brand Identity Suite for Dram Yard, their
eclectic cool free-standing restaurant, our
team focused on creating unique, scalable, and
remarkable assets so they'd be the first to come
to mind when you thought "let's get away".
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FORTUNATE
GLASS

When new owners acquired The Fortunate Glass, they
wanted to breathe new life into their staple location in
downtown Wilmington. From photography to a new
Brand Identity, The Fortunate Glass redesign was praised
by both current patrons and the new market it attracted!
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001. //
BRAND
DISCOVERY

OUR
PROCESS

Gaining knowledge about you, your
brand, your leadership team, and the
consumer.
This process will define your personality, philosophy, and vision for your
growth.

From early ideation to final edits, we concept the
formula and capture the feeling. We translate
your brand’s unique voice into a visual language.
The process starts with understanding your
business’ personality and forming a strategy
that best communicates your message to your
audience.

002. //
CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT
Where the metaphorical pen hits the
paper, pulling inspiration from our
Brand Discovery Process, we will effi-

Our proven design process allows us to capture
your brand and design a new creative direction
to guide you. We are your partners in design,
creatives and technicians, and we will take the
wheel from here.

ciently and broadly execute concepts
to be built upon, refined, shared, and
analyzed.

+

Your vision, our creative minds.

003. //
CREATIVE
EXECUTION

They say it takes a
village. Luckily for
you, our village is a
boom town of creative
capital.

Building upon all the phases prior, we
will finalize the new concepts, look,
sound, and application of your branding.
Your new brand package is here.
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205 PRINCESS STREET
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
Point of Contact
Michael Ussery
Phone & Fax
Business Phone: 910-431-3916
Point of Contact: 252-412-9202
michael@brandengine.co
hello@brandengine.co
Website: www.brandengine.co

